
Flygt Ready dewatering pumps
Compact submersibles for demanding jobs
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You can’t beat a 
heart of steel.

When you are looking for flexible and effective solutions for 
a wide range of dewatering applications, our line of Flygt 
Ready pumps is the right choice. These small but powerful 
pumps will give you the confidence you need for demanding, 
on-the-spot drainage jobs.

All three submersible pumps – Flygt Ready 4, 8 and 8S – are 
ideal for construction and industrial sites, cable manholes 
and in emergency situations. High reliability and capacity to 
handle liquids in the range of pH 3-9, ensures Flygt Ready 
pumps can handle contaminated water and water containing 
sand and gravel through the night – long after the crew has 
gone home. The Flygt Ready 8S is a new pump, specifically 
designed for solids handling.

Flygt Ready pumps are built with composite materials to 
reduce weight and stainless steel for strength and impact 
resistance. A new inner cover in stainless steel ensures 
trouble-free performance. All of the hydraulic parts are made 
from poly urethane, a highly durable material. A new plug-in 
connection allows users to change cables in a few seconds. 
The Flygt Ready line of accessories broadens the pumps’ scope 
of applications. And a selection of service kits makes it fast 
and easy to perform your own maintenance work.

When it comes to reliability, you can’t beat a heart of steel.

Compact and lightweight. Easy to use.  
Robust and reliable.
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A pump you can count on

Handle
Ergonomically designed 

handle in an impact-resistant 
composite material makes 

it easy to carry.

Flygt Ready 8S

Inner cover
A new inner cover in stainless 
steel ensures problem-free 
performance in highly de-
manding dewatering and 
clean-up jobs.

Motor
Squirrel cage and a robust, 

high performance induction 
motor for submersible use. 
Stator housing in stainless 
steel and rated at 155 oC 

allows for 15 starts per hour. 

Seals
Two sets of mechanical shaft 
seals that work indepen-
dently for double security. 

Plug-in cable
Plug-in cable entry for easy 
change of cable and plug-in 
level regulator cuts set-up 
time to 30 seconds or less.

Auto-cut
If temperature within the 

pump rises too high, an auto-
matic switch cuts off the pump.

Discharge
Vertical and horizontal 
discharge options reduce risk 
of blocked hose.

Seal wear protection
Spin-out™ is a patented 
design that protects the 

outer seal by expelling abra-
sive particles from the seal 

chamber, ensuring long life.

Hydraulic parts
All hydraulic parts, including 
the impeller and diffuser, are 
made from polyurethane, 
significantly improving ability 

Strainer
Made of rubber material for 
shock absorption and rough 
handling. The strainer holes 
allow particles up to 5 mm 

to pass through. to handle both abra-
sive and corrosive 
material.

Casing
The inner and outer casings 
are made of corrosive resistant 
stainless steel, pH rating 3-9.

Pump housing
Made of polyurethane for 
high wear resistance. Desig-
ned for handling particles up 
to Ø 38   mm.
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• Level regulator. Depending on the water level, our 
level regulator will turn the pump on and off.

•	 Low	suction	collar. A low suction collar (Flygt Ready 4 
and 8 only) enables water to be pumped to a very low 
level.

•	 Various	discharge	connections.

Flygt Ready 4 and 8

  Weighing only 10 and 12.5 kilos respectively, the Flygt Ready 4 and 
8 sub mersible pumps are highly reliable, compact pumps designed for 
dewatering of construction sites, flood cleaning operations and similar 
applications. They can handle abrasive and corrosive liquids in the range 
of pH 3-9 and particle sizes up to 5 mm.

Our line of Flygt Ready pumps

Flygt Ready 8S

  Our latest in the line of Flygt Ready pumps, the Flygt Ready 8S, is a 
solids-handling pump designed for contaminated water and water con-
taining sand, gravel and debris with particle sizes up to 38 mm. It can 
handle liquids in the range of pH 3-9.

50 Hz Ready 4 Ready 8 Ready 8S

Phase 1 1 1
Power (kW) 0.4 0.75 0.9
Outlet 2” 2” 2”
Throughlet (mm) 5 5 38
pH range 3-9 3-9 3-9

Weight (kg) 10 12.5 15
Height (mm) 400 430 510
Diameter (mm) 185 185 280

Simplicity in service is at the core of our maintenance 
philosophy. Our spare parts kits with easy-to-follow 
assembly instructions make it fast and easy to perform 
basic services yourself.
Your choice of three spare parts kits:
•	Impeller	kit				•	Outer	seal	kit				•	Diffuser	kit
 

Simplicity in service

Performance curves

Accessories 
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Ready	anywhere.	
Any time.

On a winter night, a water pipe in an apartment building under construction bursts, flood-
ing the basement with freezing water. Arriving on site the next morning, the crew cuts off 
the water and begins clean-up operations. Due to piles of slag in the basement, the water 
is abrasive. The water-removal task falls to a 10-kilogram Flygt Ready 4 pump, hired from a 
tool rental company. The next day, the rooms are dry again and the crew are back on the job.

In another scenario, a spill water main at an industrial site is accidentally broken by a bull - 
dozer during excavation work. Work cannot continue until the area is dry. Ideal for hand-
ling contaminated water and water containing gravel and debris, the Flygt Ready 8S pump 
works non-stop through the night to clear up the area.

Finally, a sudden rainstorm hits a suburban area near a hospital, blocking the access road 
from the highway. Within two hours, four Flygt Ready 8 pumps clear the access road of 
runoff from the rainstorm, enabling rescue services to continue.

If	you	need	a	robust	pump	for	on-the-spot	flooding	and	clean-up	jobs	that	
you	can	count	on,	choose	a	Flygt	Ready	pump.	Removal	of	water,	abrasive	and	
corrosive	liquids,	as	well	as	contaminated	water	and	water	containing	sand	and	
gravel, is frequently needed in the construction business and emergency services. 
Our	line	of	Flygt	Ready	pumps	promises	ease	of	use,	problem-free	performance	
and	rugged	wear-and-tear.
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What	can	ITT	Water	&	Wastewater	do	for	you?

Integrated solutions for fluid handling are offered by ITT Water & Wastewater as a 
world leader in transport and treatment of wastewater. We provide a complete range 
of water, wastewater and drainage pumps, equipment for monitoring and control, units 
for primary and secondary biological treatment, products for filtration and disinfection, 
and related services. ITT Water & Wastewater, headquartered in Sweden, operates in 
some 140 countries across the world, with own plants in Europe, China and North and 
South America. The company is wholly owned by the ITT Corporation of White Plains, 
New York, supplier of advanced technology products and services.

www.ittwww.com


